Research Assistantship in Mineral Deposits of Kazakhstan

“Mineral Deposit Research Group of Central Asia” at the School of Mining and Geoscience (SMG - https://smg.nu.edu.kz/en/faculty.html) at the Nazarbayev University (NU), Astana, Kazakhstan is seeking for two research assistants (preferably Masters Holder, full time) in the field of structural geology – GIS and applied mineralogy and geochemistry to investigate world-class sediment-hosted copper deposits of Chu-Sarysu (Dzhezkazgan Ore Field and prospective regions) and Teniz basins and LCT Pegmatites of East Kazakhstan. These positions include tasks from field to lab (having geochemical lab experience of various techniques is highly desirable). The contracts start from minimum of 3 months and upon mutual agreement can be permanent on annual based. The positions are based in Astana, the capital of Kazakhstan – one of the most vibrant cities in the central Asia - and the salary range is based on KZ labor law.

If you are interested please send your CV to Dr. Azam Soltani (azam.soltani@nu.edu.kz) till April 20th, 2023.